Vanderbilt University and Vanderbilt School of Medicine Basic Sciences-Cores & Shared Resources

1, VU Basic Sciences Cell Imaging Shared Resource (CISR)
2, VU Basic Sciences Mass Spectrometry Core
3, VU Basic Sciences MSRC Proteomics Core
4, VU Basic Sciences MSRC Tissue/Serum Proteomics core
5, VU Basic Sciences Mouse Metabolic Phenotyping Center
6, VU Basic Sciences Neurochemistry Core Laboratory
7, VU Basic Sciences Murine Neurobehavioral Laboratory
8, VU Basic Sciences Rat Neurobehavioral Laboratory
9, VU Basic Sciences Transgenic Mouse/ES Cell Shared Resource
10, VU Basic Sciences VCSB Biomolecular NMR Facility
11, VU Basic Sciences VCSB Biomolecular Crystallography Facility
12, VU Basic Sciences VCSB Biophysical Instrumentation Core Facility
13, VU Basic Sciences VICB Chemical Synthesis Core
14, VU Basic Sciences VICB High-Throughput Screening Facility
15, VU Basic Sciences VICB Antibody and Protein Resource
16, VU Basic Sciences VICB Small Molecule NMR Facility
17, VU Advanced Computing Center for Research & Education (ACCRE)
18, VU Vanderbilt institute of Nanoscale Science and Engineering (VINSE)